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A unified treatment is presented for certain enumeration problems involving 
sequences over a finite set. The problems concern permutations, derangements, 
partitions and compositions, and include the derangement, Smimov and 
Simon Newcomb problems and their various generalizations. A single theorem 
includes all of these problems as special cases. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
Let .Fm = (1, 2,..., m}. Then the sequence o = (c, , up ,..., a,) E :Y 127 
uzcp=, Zmn has length X(a) = n, and type T(U) :== b = (& ,..., 6,) where 
u has bi i’s, i = 1,2 ,..., rn. Let 5 = (15, , ~7~ ,..., ~7,)~ be the sequence 
obtained by rearranging the elements of u in nondecreasing order. Thus 
~(6) = T(U). Let U, x, y, z, y -= (yl ,..., vm) and z = (z, ,..., z,) be indeter- 
minates, and for notational convenience write b, ! ..- b, ! as b! and 
Yl % .+. y’$ as yb, and let 1 be the vector of m 1’s. The functions U(C) 
and w*(u) are defined by 
A(o) ,4(a) 
w(u) = X Y  lJ ECUi l ui-I>, o*(u) =,::  n f(Ui )  6J, 
i=2 i=l 
where 
&i,,j) == x if i < j, 
“4’ if i :-1- .j where i, ,j E bf, : 
7 if i = ,j. 
We shall call (uieI , uij a fall, rise, or Iec,el in u in the cases U, -.I. oi-.l , 
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O$ > ‘li-1 3 and ai = uiVl respectively. Let Y,,, be the generating function 
of the set 9’ with respect to the weight function CO. Thus 
!Pm = c us. 
OS9 
Ym* is defined with w* replacing w, and [unyb] Y, denotes the coefficient 
of unyb in u’, . A relationship between two generating functions is given 
in Section 2, and explicit expressions for them are given in Section 3. 
Section 4 shows that the solutions of a number of well-known problems 
are in fact straightforward specializations of these expressions. 
2. COMBINATORIAL THEOREMS 
We begin by constructing a matrix A whose permanent has particular 
significance in the enumeration of the elements of Y. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For the ordered partitions a, b of some integer 
n > 1 into m nonempty parts, A& a) is the IZ x n matrix A such that 
(ALpi 1 K~I)~~ = f(i, j) where pi = {j 1 b, i- ‘** -i- bi-1 + 1 < j < 
b, + *** + bf}, Ki = {j 1 al + *” + Cl-1 + 1 < j < Ul + “. + Ui}, 
i = l,..., m and A[ai j KJ is the submatrix of A intercepted by the rows 
and columns of A with labels in pi and K~ respectively. q 
LEMMA 2.1. Y,* = Cb>r per A(b, b)(uy)b(b!)-l. 
Proof. per(A) = C,,.yP, ai,, ... unsncn) where n = b, + *** + b, and 
A = [a/J = A(h, b). Since A encodes w*, per(A) enumerates the sequences, 
assuming all elements distinguishable. But elements of the same type are 
indistinguishable. Thus 1 aut(a)I = b! where u E ?E2”,” and T(U) = b. The 
lemma follows. q 
The following lemma obtains Y,-, in terms of lu,* by representing the 
linear sequences of 9’ as rooted cycles, and by considering graphs each 
of whose components are cycles. 
LEMMA 2.2. Y+, = uz + u-~L,~(~(~/QJ~) log ul,* where LYm(*-*) = 
(-*.) lpl . 
Proof. Let 0 E smn, T(U) = b and consider an element of a labeled m. 
This element exists but may not be unique since b, 2 1. Suppose it is 
unique and root the sequence at this element. Thus u - {m} E 9;:: and 
the construction is bijective between the sequences of Zmn rooted on a 
unique m, and Zc:.‘, . The sequences are enumerated by Y,,. , -- M:. The 
term uz enumerates a l-cycle and is excluded because the construction 
would yield the null sequence ( C) and T( :‘ ) Y I. it remains to force 
b,,, z 1 so that there is a unique vertex labeled m. Now log !?‘,,? is the 
counting series for directed. labeled circuits whose vertices arc labeled. 
not necessarily uniquely. A rooted, directed labeled cycle represents a 
linear sequence. Thus 
and the result follows. 
3. COUNTING SERIES 
THEOREM 3.1 (Main theorem). Let D = A(1, 1). Then 
1 + C per(d@, a)) $$ = exp(y D zT). 
a.b>l 
Proof: Let (Ill ,...) B,,J denote the blocks of the row partition of A@, a), 
and S(j) be the number of the first row of Sj . The m-fold Laplace 
expansion for the permanent of A = A& a) gives 
= b![xlyb] fl (1 f A[@([) I j] xjy,), 
i,j==I 
where the summations are over q ,.. ., ac, such that uk, 01~ == 8, , and 
1 ai / = bj forj = l,..., m. These conditions are imposed by the operators 
[xl] and [yb]. Thus, letting D = [&I we have 
and the theorem follows. I7 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let Di = A(l, 1). Then 
I Dj I = 
x(z - y>j - y(z - xy 
X-Y 
where D is j x j. 
Proof. Straightforward. 17 
THEOREM 3.2. 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1 and the MacMahon Master Theorem 
(MacMahon [7], Cartier and Foata [4]) we have: 
p&W! = [Y”I 4 ( $tl &rj and c (per(A)/b!) yb = / I - YD j-l, b 
where A = A& b), Y = diag(y, ,..., ym) and I is the m x m identity 
matrix. Taking the determinant of the sum (Marcus [S]) we have: 
II-- YDI == ;oC-l)‘~l(YW 4 = 5 (-l)j~(~a~ ... urn,) I Dj I, OL j=o 0: 
where the summation is over CL C Zp, such that ( a / = j. The theorem 
follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1. c7 
THEOREM 3.3. 
I-Iz~l +(Y -z>~YdYl-IL~l +c-4uY,l 
ym = -xy * x nzn=, {I + (y - 2) UYf> - y J& (1 + (x - Z)UYj> * 
Proof. Direct from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 2.2. 0 
4. APPLICATIONS 
COROLLARY 4.1 (1) The Smirnov problem (Smirnov et al. [lo]). The 
number of sequences of type b with distinct adjacent elements is: 
[yb] 1 - f yi 
I j=l 1 + Yj 
This is Carlitz [l, Theorem 21. See also E$er et al. [6]. 
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(2) The Simon Newcomb problem (Riordan [ql]. Thr number of 
sequences qf type b with exact1.v r rises i.v: 
This is [l, Theorem 41. See also Dillon and Roselle, [5, Formulas (3.7) and 
(6.3)]. Carl& et al. [3, Formula (3.17)] is obtained with yj u. 
(3) A composition problem (Carlitz [2]). The number of sequences 
with exactly r rises, b levels, and s falls which are compositions of N into 
exactly m parts is [umxsyrzeqN] YV, where .I-‘i -.:z qj. j =: 1, 2,..., m, This 
is Carlitz [2, Theorem I]. 
Proof. Using Theorem 3.3, (1) follows with u ::-= 1, x --j y, x == I, 
z = 0; (2) follows with u 1, x --+ Z, z em I ; (3) foIlows trivially. U 
[l, Theorems 1 and 31 follow from Theorem 3.3 with z = 1 and z = 0 
respectively. Further specializations of Theorem 3.2 and 3.3 are possible. 
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